
Outdoor Displays
Outdoor events such as festivals, street fairs, arts and craft shows and sporting events are perfect 
opportunities for promotional tents and signage to clearly display your company name, brand and 
message to attract visitors and buyers. Choose from off-the-shelf tents and related accessories, flags 
and portable billboards to make your event a success.

Banners & Signage
Banner Materials:
Banner vinyl, scrim vinyl, mesh vinyl

LAWN SIGNS
ALUMINUM SIGNS
DECALS

Call BHFX Color to discuss your next project.

color@bhfx.net
847.816.6022 ext. 502



Zoom™ Popup Tents

10’ STANDARD (ALUMINUM)10’ ECONOMY (STEEL)

Zoom™ Light Kit attaches to 5', 10' & 20' 
Economy tents with magnets and Standard tents 

with hook & loop - see p. 152 for more details

- black powder-coated economy frame with square leg

- opens to a base size of 9.8' x 9.8'

- hardware only kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines and 
rolling carry bag

- canopy kits include canopy (standard colors or custom printed), 
hardware frame, stakes, guy lines and rolling carry bag

- rust-resistant silver aluminum frame with hex leg

- opens to a base size of 9.8' x 9.8'

- hardware only kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines and 
rolling carry bag

- canopy kits include canopy (standard colors or custom printed), 
hardware frame, stakes, guy lines and rolling carry bag

name code

Hardware only kit TNT-E-3X3-SQ-3

Kit with canopy TNT-E-3X3-SQ-2-G

Stock canopy only ZM-TNT-3MX3M-CAN-(COLOR)

Printed canopy only TNT-3X3-CAN-G

Full wall kit TNT-3X3-FWL-G – sold separately

Half wall kit TNT-3X3-HLF-K-G – sold separately

name code

Hardware only kit TNT-S-3X3-HEX-FRM

Kit with canopy TNT-S-3X3-HEX-G

Stock canopy only ZM-TNT-3MX3M-CAN-(COLOR)

Printed canopy only TNT-3X3-CAN-G

Full wall kit TNT-3X3-FWL-G – sold separately

Half wall kit TNT-3X3-HLF-K-G – sold separately

all 10’ & 20’ tents available 
fully printed & with stock 

canopy tops and walls

10’ & 20’w tents come in 
roller bag

Canopies, half and full walls are water-resistant!



Zoom™ Popup Tents

20’ STANDARD (ALUMINUM) 5’ ECONOMY (STEEL)

STOCK HALF & FULL WALLS

name code

Hardware only kit TNT-S-3X6-HEX

Kit with canopy TNT-S-3X6-HEX-G

Stock canopy only ZM-TNT-3MX6M-CAN-(COLOR)-3

Printed canopy only ZM-TNT-3MX6M-CAN-G

Full wall kit TNT-S-3X6-FWL-G

Half wall kit TNT-S-3X6-HWL-K-G

name code

Hardware only kit TNT-E-1.5-FRM-SQ-3

Kit with canopy TNT-E-1.5-SQ-2-G

Printed canopy only TNT-1.5-CAN-G

Full wall kit TNT-1.5-FWL-G

- 20' opens to a base size of 9.8' x 19.6'

- rust-resistant, lightweight aluminum frame is completely
self-contained with no loose parts

- hex leg

optional flag accessory 
attaches to any upright pole 

of any Zoom Popup Tent

- compatible with both Zoom™ Standard and Economy tent frames

- half wall kit includes half wall panel (stock or custom print), half 
wall pole and two brackets (10’ & 20’ tents only)

- full wall kits include full wall panel (stock or custom print)

- canvas cannot be printed on; panels are water and UV resistant

four stock colors to choose from!

Accessorize

blue – 286C white blackred – 186C

- opens to a base size of 4.7' x 4.7'

- black powder coated economy steel tent frame is 
completely self-contained with no loose parts 

- square leg

- custom printed canopy is water and UV-resistant

- hardware kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines and rolling 
carry bag

- canopy kits include custom printed canopy, hardware 
frame, guy lines and rolling carry bag



- opens to a size of 8.6’ x 8.6’

- comes with fiberglass poles, ground stakes and canopy

- custom printed canopy is mesh fabric

- withstands winds up to 15 mph

- add stackable bases for extra stability

- includes carry bag

ZOOM™ FLEX TENT

name code assembled dimensions

flex tent ZOOM-FLX-TNT   103”w x 112”h x 103”d

top view

code assembled dimensions

CP-B3   counter: 32”w x 34.5”h x 18.5”d
       entire unit: 32.68”w x 80.71”h x 19.29”d

Plastic construction makes 
Campaign easy to clean! 

CAMPAIGN

- hook & loop PVC graphic

- quick assembly

- strong & easy-to-clean plastic parts

Outdoor Tents & Displays



Simple assembly!

The portable Popup Bar™ is an expandable, wheeled sampling and serving station perfect for any 
event—indoor or outdoor! The pre-assembled aluminum frame comes together by unfolding the 

legs and inserting the interior shelf panels. Fully-customized fabric graphics on the front and  
sides will win visitors over as you provide an effortless serving experience.

Size Options

Details

size code assembled dimensions

popup bar mini PBFM902-B   23.94”w x 36.63”h x 20”d

popup bar large PBFL301-B   40.13”w x 36.5”h x 20.06”d

popup bar mini header PBFM902-B-HDR   22.13”w x 59.52”h x 1.18”d

popup bar large header PBFL301-B-HDR   38.233”w x 59.52”h x 1.18”d

pre-assembled frame 
pops up with ease

zipper enclosed storage space

use as a cart

add an accessory header 
to mini and large

- portable, pre-assembled aluminum frame

- zipper-enclosed storage space

- printable graphics on sides & front, attached by hook and loop

- locking wheel casters 

- kit includes frame, graphics, two shelves and carry bag

- optional accessory headers that attach to the top of the mini & large Popup bars

- graphic header measure 16” graphic height 

Popup Bar™ Collapsible Counter
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TEARDROP SHAPE FEATHER SHAPE

shown with optional cross base & water ring base support

- can be used indoors or outdoors

- comes in four shapes: teardrop, feather, straight & edge

- graphic rotates in wind

- water ring base support adds stability to cross base (optional upgrades)

- graphic printed on flag material

- double-sided graphic available

- includes ground stake; various base options available

small medium large extra large

Zoom™ Flex Flags
Details

size hardware code assembled dimensions

small flag -  
teardrop, feather, straight ZOOM-FLX-SM   46” - 64”w x 84.13” - 113.13”h x 1.75”d

medium flag -
teardrop, feather, straight ZOOM-FLX-M   46” - 64”w x 116.13” - 138.63”h x 1.75”d

large flag - 
teardrop, feather, straight ZOOM-FLX-LG   46” - 64”w x 160.13” - 178.38”h x 1.75”d

extra large flag - 
feather, straight ZOOM-FLX-XL-2   34.63”w x 222.5”h x 1.75”d

small flag - edge ZOOM-FLX-SM-E   46” - 64”w x 84.13” - 113.13”h x 1.75”d

medium flag - edge ZOOM-FLX-M-E   46” - 64”w x 116.13” - 138.63”h x 1.75”d

large flag - edge ZOOM-FLX-LG-E   46” - 64”w x 160.13” - 178.38”h x 1.75”d

extra large flag - edge ZOOM-FLX-XL-E   34.63”w x 222.5”h x 1.75”d
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STRAIGHT SHAPE EDGE SHAPE

not to exact scale, refer to graphic templates

Zoom™ Flex Flags

name code assembled dimensions

cross base ZM-FLX-CB   31”w x 6.75”h x 24”d

square steel base ZM-FLX-SQ   17.75”w x 5”h x 17.75”d

fillable ground base ZM-FLX-FB   19.7”w x 10.25”h x 19.7”d

auger base ZM-FLX-AGR   8.88”w x 21.75”h x 3.75”d

ground stake (included) ZM-FLX-STK   23.75”w x 1.75”h x 1.25”d

drive-over base ZM-FLX-DO   23.62”w x 5.71”h x 7.87”d

water ring base support ZM-FLX-WR   20.28”w x 5”h x 20.28”d

stackable base ZM-FLX-STCK-BASE   25”w x 11”h x 25”d

ZOOM™ BASE OPTIONS

auger base ground stake 
(included)
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Outdoor Signage

name code assembled dimensions

wind 
dancer 
mini

WIND-MIN   16.31”w x 56” - 100.32”h x 16.31”d

name code assembled dimensions

swing sign SWING-SIGN   24.5”w x 39”h x 15.75”d

name code assembled dimensions

whirlwind WHRL-WND-2   30.75”w x 44.12”h x 19.5”d

size code assembled dimensions

72”w x 36”h C-BRC-72X36-PS-G-W
C-BRC-72X36-OD-GDBL   72”w x 36”h x 0.5”d

97”w x 36”h C-BRC-97X36-PS-G-W
C-BRC-97X36-OD-GDBL   97”w x 36”h x 0.5”d

name code assembled dimensions

wind 
dancer lt WIND-LT   36”w x 116” - 162”h x 25.5”d

name code assembled dimensions

wind 
dancer WIND-MX   36”w x 209”h x 36”d

Great for outdoor sporting events and arenas, concerts, festivals and more. Outdoor 
display products are strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant and durable. Graphics are 
long-lasting and can endure exposure to outdoor elements. 

- adjustable graphic height = up to 8'8"

- approximate max height = 13.5’

- hollow plastic base can be filled with water 
or sand

- double-sided graphic available

- optional carry bag

WIND DANCER LT
- adjustable graphic height = up to 12'

- approximate max height = 17.5’

- flag is approximately 43" wide

- hollow plastic base can be filled with water 
or sand

- double-sided graphic available

- optional carry bag

WIND DANCER

- adjustable graphic height = up to 6'

- approximate max height = 8.3’

- economy outdoor flag

- plastic pole, easy push-fit assembly

- hollow plastic base can be filled with water or sand 

- double-sided graphic available

WIND DANCER MINI

- front-loading snap frames constructed from 
aluminum & powder-coated steel

- single or double-sided

- includes clear lens cover

- dual-spring design flexes to withstand wind gusts

- compact durable base can be filled with water or 
sand for extra stability

- integrated wheel set

WHIRLWINDSWING SIGN
- visual graphic area = 19.63"w x 29.5"h

- single or double-sided graphic, printed on 
6mm PVC

- black, steel portable sign with integrated 
wheeled base

- hollow plastic base can be filled with sand or 
water

- double-ring mounting system holds graphic in 
place while allowing it to swing

- double-sided barricade covers, offered in two widths, 
6ft and 8ft 

- offered in your choice of Power Stretch Dye-sublimated 
fabric or UV printed Outdoor Canvas

- can be used indoors and outdoors 

- cover only; barricade hardware not included 

- cover includes two, 2 x 2 notches on one side, two 
zippers on the other side, open bottom

BARRICADE COVERS



Outdoor Signage

name code assembled dimensions

arrow up CONTOUR-01-G   34.75”w x 70”h x 18.75”d

arrow side CONTOUR-02-G   45.88”w x 38.25”h x 23.62”d

wave 1 CONTOUR-03-G   30.38”w x 80.5”h x 18.75”d

bottle CONTOUR-04-G   39.37”w x 75”h x 23.62”d

circle CONTOUR-05-G   37”w x 48.5”h x 18.75”d

wave 2 CONTOUR-06-G   39.37”w x 65”h x 23.62”d

name code assembled dimensions

apex APEX   31”w x 6.75”h x 24”d

name code assembled dimensions

ace-2 ACE-2   31”w x 6.75”h x 24”d

name code assembled dimensions

ace eco ACE-ECO   31”w x 6.75”h x 24”d

base options

APEX ACE-2 ACE ECO
- double-sided plastic A-frame

- printed directly on the plastic for a 
smooth look

- for indoor or outdoor use

- visual graphic area = 28.87"w x 35"h

- double-sided aluminum A-frame sign holder 
with black plastic 
corner grips

- clear dry erase graphic lenses included

- front-loading snap frames for easy graphic 
swaps

- quick, toolless assembly

- foldable, economy aluminum A-frame sign 

- choice of printed 6mm PVC boards and/or 
dry erase boards

- boards slide in at the top of the frame 

- can be used indoors and outdoors

- quick, toolless assembly

Choose your sign and base shape!

CONTOUR
- two printed graphics (front & back) available in six unique shapes

- choose from plate base or hollow, fillable base with dual-spring design 
to flex and withstand wind gusts

- hollow, fillable base can be filled with water or sand for added stability

- graphics easily secure to either base using hook & loop

Plate Base Fillable Base

ARROW UP ARROW SIDE WAVE 1 BOTTLE CIRCLE WAVE 2



Outdoor Signage
Outdoor display products are strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant and durable. Graphics are long-lasting and can endure 
exposure to outdoor elements. 

- visual graphic area = approx. 92.125"w x 32"h

- semi-portable single or double-sided billboard

- easy grommet graphic attachment

- includes ground stakes & bungee rope

- comes with carry case

MONSOON

- max width x min height: 40"w x 57"h

- min width x max height: 23.5"w x 80"h

- max width x max height: 40"w x 74.5"h

- min width x min height: 23.5"w x 63.25"h

- hollow base can be filled with either water or sand as weighing agent

- easy grommet graphic attachment

BLIZZARD

STOWAWAY

- lightweight, high visual-impact display stand

- indoor/outdoor use

- carbon fiber bungee poles easily assemble 

- includes ground stakes and carry case

- no tools required

- custom printed graphics

- double-sided outdoor retractable banner stand

- large twist-lock feet

- stakes included to secure to ground

- snap-top graphic rail

- 3-piece bungee pole

THUNDER

code assembled dimensions

THUNDER-1   35.06”w x 82.75”h x 29”d

code assembled dimensions

MONSN-2   98.43”w x 37.99”h x 25.2”d

code assembled dimensions

BLZD   23.5” - 48”w x 63.25” - 74”h

code assembled dimensions

STOW-3-S   75.5”w x 37”h x 24”d

STOW-3-L   97.5”w x 50”h x 34”d

STOW-3-XL   134”w x 63”h x 43”d



Outdoor Signage

code assembled dimensions

ZOOM-FLX-OD-BB   106”w x 78.74”h x 32”d

code assembled dimensions

ZOOM-FLX-ARCH   114”w x 113.85”h x 1.75”d

- heavy-duty tubular frame with flexible fiberglass poles at the top

- single or double-sided mesh pillowcase fabric graphic slips over 
frame (no base or bag, packs in box)

- includes two bags to add weight for stability

ZOOM™ FLEX  
OUTDOOR BILLBOARD

- perfect for outdoor races, cross country events, finish lines

- arch shaped flexible fiber poles hold flag graphic

- stakes included

- add sturdy sand or water fillable bases for more stability

ZOOM™ FLEX ARCH

add stackable bases  
for extra stability!

PARKWAYTWIRL

- lightweight, fiberglass rod frame

- double-sided pillowcase fabric graphic

- ground stake connection allows for twirl movement

name code assembled dimensions

twirl TWIRL   26.41”w x 79”h x 1”d

top view
Contact BHFX Color to discuss 
material options for your project




